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 He was the Chief Muqaddam of Central Darfur, Sudan. He is originally from Al Garama. He was born in 1960, to the family of
Sheikh Muhammad Yasir. He was the first born son of Sheikh Muhammad Yasir. Yasir was a tall person, strong and

hardworking. He studied Quran for a long time and he became a great scholar of the Quran, he gave many concerts for the
verses of Quran. In 1983, Yasir married a woman called Iqbal and they have three children together; two sons and one daughter.
Yasir moved to El-Gorna, El-Ghor and started giving seerats for many people. The success of the seerats was greater and many

Sudanese people started coming to Yasir for the prayer. Yasir became the greatest Qari and Sheikh in Darfur. Yasir used to
travel from many places in the Sudan to help people with their spiritual needs. Yasir used to travel from West Darfur to Central

Darfur and Central Darfur to East Darfur. He used to travel from Gedarif to Heiban. He used to travel from Khartoum to
Heiban. He used to travel from Khartoum to White Nile and El-Gorna. In 1985, Yasir started traveling from the Sudan to Egypt.
Yasir visited many Islamic Centers in Egypt for Allah's orders. Yasir performed the seerats for the people of Egypt and spread

the message of Allah. Yasir visited many Islamic Centers in the Arab world. Yasir started his own project called "Taqwa
Projects" where he took care of the needs of the poor and the needy. Yasir traveled to many Islamic Centers in the Arab world
to spread the message of Islam. Yasir used to travel from Khartoum to Abu Simbel, to El-Gorna and to El-Ghor. He was invited
to Abu Simbel and he performed the seerats and gave the seerats for many months. He was invited to El-Gorna and El-Ghor and

he performed the seerats there. Yasir was invited to be a teacher in an Islamic school and he moved to Wad Madani and he
taught there for a year. Yasir is a Qari of the brand of South Sudan. Yasir is also a Qari of the brand of Darfur. Yasir performed

the prayers and the seerats in many countries in the Arab 82157476af
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